Government J. Yoganandam Chhattisgarh College, Raipur

Policy for Promotion of Research

Preamble: Government J. Yoganandam Chhattisgarh College is a Government institution with an Autonomous status. It is, therefore, mandatory for the College to coordinate and determine the standards of Higher Education as per the rules and regulations of UGC and the State Government.

The College hereby has adopted the following policy to encourage research involvement of the teachers and the research scholars.

1. The teacher and scholars will be solicited to engage in research for the upliftment of academic standard and excellence of the College.

2. The College will accept the proposal for the establishment of research centre from any Department and forward it to the affiliating University. Full cooperation will be offered to fulfil the norms of Research Centre.

3. The College will provide library facilities to the scholars and Standard Research Journals will be subscribed and the latest edition of books shall be procured for the benefit of the teachers/scholars subject to the availability of funds.

4. The faculty members will be motivated to undertake Minor/Major Research Projects and their proposals will be forwarded to the concerning Funding Agencies.

5. On receiving the funds for the purpose of research from the Funding Agencies such as CGCOST, DST, CSIR etc, the College will disburse the same to the scholar as per the norms of the Funding Agencies.

6. The College will provide the required infrastructure in terms of space, equipments and other support facilities available in the campus for undertaking research.

7. The College will encourage the faculty members seeking permission for collaboration with other agencies to share research facilities. The application of the teacher will be forwarded with suitable recommendations to the higher authorities of the Department of Higher Education for permission and No Objection Certificate.

8. The College will provide duty leave to the faculty members to attend/participate in seminar/workshop/symposium as per the norms of the State Government.

9. The application of the Teachers/Scholars seeking travel grant from other funding agencies will be duly forwarded.
10. The achievements of the faculty members in the field of research will be entered in his/her service record.

11. The College will forward the application of the teacher for UGC Teacher Fellowship perusing Ph.D.

12. The College will forward the leave application for fellowship/study leave/other leaves as per the norms of State Government to the competent authority without delay. The teacher will be relieved for the same after receiving the permission from the Department of Higher Education.

13. The teachers will be eligible for any type of relaxation/benefit for research extended to the research scholars as per the norms of the State Government.

14. The Research Committee of the College and the faculty members will make efforts to acquaint and streamline Post Graduate students for various fellowships viz. NET-JRF, GATE, BCIL, Women scientist fellowship of DST, DBT etc., Maulana Azad Fellowship, Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship, Indira Gandhi National Fellowship Post Doctoral Fellowship.
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